WEDDINGS

WELCOME TO
TITANIC HOTEL BELFAST

Welcome to Titanic Hotel Belfast, an exciting new addition to a city renowned for style and sophistication.
Located in the magnificently restored former headquarters of Harland & Wolff, shipbuilders of RMS
Titanic, this is the grand opening to your wedding story. It is the birthplace of a story that captured
the imagination of the world and a tradition that created ocean liners beyond all limits of their time.
The building re-opened itself is an architectural jewel and its sensitive restoration is something that all of Belfast
can be proud of. Opened in September 2017 and with 119 Bedrooms finished in a nautical theme and styled with
art deco furniture, that creativity and flair is once again in evidence.
Take each other’s hand and step through into this inspirational building. Feel the history and the deep bonds that
were made here and inhale the excitement and limitless imagination.
Welcome to your wedding venue.

YOUR WEDDING AT
TITANIC HOTEL BELFAST

Love can take us to many different places but a wedding needs a
special place of its own. It should be a place which cherishes your
love, sets the backdrop perfectly and fills in all the details exquisitely.
At Titanic Hotel Belfast we know that the success of your day will
be in those details. The smooth running of your celebration from
planning right through to the day after, is where we really excel. Our
team of friendly, welcoming wedding experts are there for you. Their
exceptional attention to detail and assertive manner will ensure
your day flows just as you hoped. You will then be free to immerse
yourself in the celebration and enjoy every moment.

YOUR WEDDING AT
TITANIC HOTEL BELFAST

The Titanic Hotel Belfast is also fully registered to host your civil
ceremony or partnership, allowing you to plan your entire day with
us. Our historic building offers the perfect setting in which to make
those momentous vows to each other.
Gatherings of as little as 20 guests can be hosted in the Boardroom
or for larger parties the Drawing Office. With its two story-high barrel
shaped ceiling it is a room which will capture the attention of all who
enter.
For your wedding reception we offer menus which will leave you
and your guests wowed by every mouthful. Our passionate culinary
team will do what they do best, using local produce to inspire their
menus. Therefore, yours can be a true Belfast wedding to delight all
your guests coming from near and afar.

ACCOMMODATION AT
TITANIC HOTEL BELFAST

The ocean liners were the epitome of classic style and luxury.
Perfect touches of brilliance and beauty were sprinkled throughout
and everything was done to anticipate the wishes of the guest. We
like to think that we have been influenced by this old-world standard
at the Titanic Hotel Belfast.
The décor is in keeping with the heritage of the building and boasts
art deco furniture complemented by nautical touches in gentle
tones to help you unwind. Your wedding guests will be delighted to
spend time in our bedrooms and most importantly they will emerge
ready to celebrate!

BEFORE AND AFTER
YOUR SPECIAL DAY

A wedding at the Titanic Hotel Belfast simply cannot be over in one day. With a celebration this important in a venue this
wonderful you will certainly want to make the most of it. Your wedding day will pass in the blink of an eye and therefore
the days either side are essential for enjoying time with family and friends - sharing a meal, a glass of champagne or
chatting over a great coffee. Take our advice and do not rush this one, make memories and then make some more, for
they will last you a lifetime.
Private dining is available in any of our five heritage rooms – the former offices of the managing directors of Harland &
Wolff and named in their honour. Speak to us about your ideas for before and after your wedding and we will seamlessly
extend your celebration.

ACTIVITIES

Belfast is such an exciting city and Titanic Hotel Belfast is located in the centre of so much that begs to be explored.
The Hotel itself has a museum-grade collection of artwork and artefacts. Surrounding us the Titanic Quarter is rich with
visitor attractions. Visit the award-winning Titanic Belfast to immerse yourself in the story of the world’s most famous
ocean liner. Titanic Hotel Belfast overlooks this incredibly striking building.
The slipways where the Titanic and Olympic liners were built and launched are nearby as are the towering cranes
of Harland & Wolff which are very much synonymous with the Belfast city skyline.
Of further maritime and historical interest is SS Nomadic, the last remaining White Star liner in the world and
“Set in the heart of the Titanic Quarter, HMS Caroline is the last surviving ship of The Battle of Jutland and located within
walking distance of the hotel.”
Beyond all of this you have the proximity of a vibrant, modern city centre boasting numerous cultural
attractions and things to do and see.

LOCATION
THIS IS THE START OF YOUR LIVES TOGETHER, MARKING A NEW ERA FOR YOU BOTH
WHERE THERE ARE NO LIMITS TO YOUR IMAGINATION.
Titanic Hotel Belfast is located just five minutes from the city centre.

WE WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO BE A PART OF YOUR MEMORIES OF THIS MAGICAL TIME.

We have the advantage of being in the heart of the vibrant Titanic Quarter.
For those of your guests travelling from further afield we are conveniently located close to Belfast’s airports
- 3.7miles from George Best Belfast City Airport and 19 miles from Belfast International Airport.
We are only two hours driving time from Dublin Airport, a distance of 100 miles easily accessible by motorway.
Belfast is also well-served by train and bus connections.
If you require any advice or assistance with your travel plans or those of your guests, our
experienced and knowledgeable team will be happy to assist.
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